Organ memory: a key principle for understanding the pathophysiology of hypertension and other non-communicable diseases.
In recent years, several post-interventional analyses of large-scale randomized controlled clinical trials have given us a new concept regarding the risk management of hypertension and cardiovascular diseases. The beneficial effects of intensive treatments were extended even after the interventions ended. This phenomenon is known as "metabolic memory" or "legacy effect", and we recognized its clinical significance. A certain level of evidence in human and animal studies employing organ transplantation techniques has indicated that this type of "memory" resides in each organ and could be transferrable, erasable, and rewritable, which is similar to neuronal and immune "memory". In this review, we define this memory as "organ memory" and summarize the current picture and future direction of this concept. "Organ memory" can be observed in many clinical settings, including in the control of hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and dyslipidemia. Several intensive treatments were demonstrated to have the potential to rewrite "organ memory", leading to the curability of targeted diseases. "Organ memory" is the engraved phenotype of altered organ responsiveness acquired by a time-dependent accumulation of organ stress responses. Not only is the epigenetic change of key genes involved in the formation of "organ memory" but the alteration of multiple factors, including low molecular weight energy metabolites, immune mediators, and tissue structures, is involved as well. These factors intercommunicate during every stress response and carry out incessant remodeling in a certain direction in a spiral fashion through positive feedback mechanisms. Future studies should be directed toward the identification of the core unit of "organ memory" and its manipulation.